
  

at best, it takes                        measurements to operate at 
any target noise-to-signal ratio                    [2].

bending  the rules
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the problem
detecting temperature fluctuations precisely is very 
resource-intensive at low      [1].  

for gapped sample the scaling becomes                             !!

strong probe–sample coupling enhances estimation at 
low     , but it cannot improve the scaling [3].

one may bend the ultimate scaling laws of quantum 
thermometry by driving the probe periodically.

the scaling is set by the properties of the sample.

our approach

particle in a  periodically 
modulated harmonic  
potential...

...linearly coupled 
to a linear bosonic 

bath.

reorganisation 
energy

dissipation 
kernel

quantum 
noise

quantum Langevin equation (QLE)

model

Green’s function of the QLE [4]

we formally expand these in the driving strength     

‘limit-cycle’ probe state

thermal sensitivity

instantaneous limit-cycle to 
any  order in       

limit cycle must be averaged if 
measurements not synchronised with drive

quantum Fisher 
information (QFI)Cramér–Rao bound:

tight if estimator is 
locally unbiased

difficult to calculate for a 
non-Gaussian state like           

improved scaling can still be 
demonstrated by sandwiching the QFI

results
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our results are not limited by weak-coupling or 
Markovian assumptions—they remain valid at 
arbitrarily low temperature and strong coupling [5].

we find improved scaling of the limit-cycle sensitivity 
for near-resonant driving even after time averaging 
(i.e., the effect is robust and does not require 
synchronisation between measurements and drive).

we apply our model to an Yb impurity in an ultracold 
gas of K with a large condensed  fraction [6], and find 
that periodic driving enables substantial sensitivity 
enhancement at sub-nK temperatures.

the sample heating from drive-induced dissipation 
is negligible at weak driving [              ] when                 
which is where the scaling advantage emerges.
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